
SLIM WILLIAMS 
 

Slim’s musical career began at the age of nine when he comfortably played organ at the Mount                 

Zion Baptist Church in Rocky Mountain, NC for 50 cents every Sunday. When he and his family                 

moved to Norfolk, VA, Slim began to play for his father’s church (his father was a pastor) as well                   

as with local groups. Then came the shift to Detroit at age 18, and he began working with such                   

greats as Philippé Wynne of The Spinners, Rick Shepard, and The Drifters. 
 

Fate eventually led Slim and three other American musicians to Val David, Quebec, Canada              

where the group Malika was born. The collective eventually turned into the more well-known              

group Tchukon, and became studio session players and live musicians for some of Montreal’s              

finest artists such as Geraldine Hunt, Michel Pagliaro, Boule Noir, Nanette Workman, and             

many others. As Tchukon’s co-composer, lead vocalist, and keyboardist, Slim helped propel the             

band to national heights as they won the CBC’s Rock Wars talent competition in 1985, and later                 

the U.S. Star Search competition in 1986. They then joined with Aquarius Records and released               

the album Here and Now in 1987. Members of the band went on to perform with Prince, Cindi                  

Lauper, and Celine Deon, to name a few. 

 

Slim was Musical Director for a number of colossal projects in the 90s including the Atlanta                

Olympic Games TV special, the World Basketball Championships in Toronto, and five years of              

comedy galas at Just for Laughs. He has also received numerous accolades such as the Gemini                

Award (1993) with Oscar Peterson for their musical score for the short film In the Key Of Oscar,                  

and Sao Paulo Brazil’s Film Festival for the short film Next Floor (winner of Best Short at the                  

Cannes Film Festival and recipient of 44 awards various other film festivals), as well as being                

welcomed into the Smithsonian Institution. 
 

Always an inquisitive technologist, Slim embraces fresh ideas and current tools to the fullest.              

Never afraid to jump into the new, but backed with old-school musical values (if the band                

screws up it’s the drummers fault!). He got down with MIDI when it first hit the scene, and now                   

he’s making tunes with software, controllers, and a laptop-- always looking toward the future.              

Slim’s energy-driven percussion rhythms, popping bass lines, and broad orchestrations come           

together as engaged song, with soulful lyrics. He describes this sound as “sophistafunk”, and it’s               

not hard to imagine why. Slim’s sound comes off in a perfect dance - fun, exhilarating, and                 

liberating, with an intelligent undercurrent. 

 

Slim continues to be a noticeable force within the Quebec music community and has recently               

teamed up with dignified composer/producer Joel Campbell (Janet Jackson, Tina Turner, Annie            

Lennox). Together with George Pelekoudis (of Morin Heights fame) Slim and Joel operate the              

Boyz in the Woods studio in St. Adele, QC, where they meld attitude, talent, and positivity to                 

create beautiful musical productions. 


